Cerec users and experts in digital clinical applications participate in the 25th DGCZ “family meeting”, a unique type of anniversary conference. The top lecturers from Austria, Canada, France, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland and the USA present together with German experts the current state of the art in various CEREC related aspects. Technical updates and clinical expertise, scientific findings and practical tips, tricks from the experienced practitioner and workshops, hands on exercises and live-treatments... what a programme !

You have to come!

Join us and celebrate our 25th Cerec Master Course

EXPERTS
Gerwin Arnetzl, Andreas Bindl, Lutz Brausewetter, Bertrand Dinahet, Dennis Fasbinder, Günter Fritzsche, Miriam Klitzschmüller, Bernd Kordaß, Gilbert Leo, Roddy McLeod, Albert Mehl, Werner Mörmann, Roberto Molinari, Peter Neumann, John Philipp, Oliver Rauscher, Sven Reich, Bernd Reiss, Lutz Ritter, Sebastian Ruge, Olaf Schenk, Oliver Schneider, Wilhelm Schuppe, Bernhild-Elke Stamnitz, Christian Wagner, Jörg Wolfr, Klaus Wiedhahn, Markus Zaruba.
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PROGRAMME + REGISTRATION

15.-17. JUNE 2017

TH JUNE 16 2017
09.00 am Welcome
Bernd Reiss, Kordaß, Fasbinder

09.45 am Competence in various aspects of the CEREC system
Mörmann

12.45 pm Lunch

1.45 pm Complex Cases and Constructions
Fritzsche, Brausewetter, Leo

2.30 pm Material and Processing
Reich, Fasbinder, Bindl

3.45 pm CEREC and Esthetic
Neumann, Molinari

4.45 pm CEREC and More: Oracheck, Lab +++
Mehl, Rauscher, Zaruba

5.30 pm End of course

7.30 pm Dinner and more in Cologne’s FLORA

FR JUNE 16 2017
09.00 am Update Abrechnung
Schenk, Schweppe

10.15 am Live Treatment

1.00 pm Lunch

1.30 pm Inlay - Partial Crown - Full Crown
Reiss, Bindl

1.50 pm Adhesive Bridge - Fixed Partial Denture
Neumann, Schneider

2.30 pm Implant Restorations and 3-D X-Ray
Wiedhahn, Ritter

3.30 pm International Visions with the Digital Dental Academy
Dinahet, Leo, McLeod, Mehl, Molinari, Wiedhahn

MASTERCOURSE language English & German
(simultaneous translation, workshops no translation)
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Opening Ceremony and Reception
Dieter Lange: Nicht von außen wird die Welt umgestaltet, sondern von innen
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Mastercourse Fees
Early bird (til March 15th, 2017)
- Members (SCD) EUR 1,510.50 *
- Non Members (SCD EUR 1,980.50 *
- Dental savet Dowell EUR 1,510.50 *
- From March 16th - 2017
- Members (SCD) EUR 1,380.50 *
- Non Members (SCD) EUR 1,840.50 *

Opening Ceremony (Thursday June 15th, 8pm; Master Course participants + Additional fee)
- Full participation: EUR 100,- *
- Full participation Additional Participants: EUR 100,- *

Workshop Fees
Members SCD
- One workshop EUR 700,- *
- Two Workshops EUR 1,250,- *
- Three Workshops EUR 1,800,- *
Non Members SCD
- One Workshop EUR 1,250,- *
- Two Workshops EUR 2,250,- *
- Three Workshops EUR 2,750,- *

Dinner (Friday June 16th, 7:30pm; Master Course participants free)
- Full participation: EUR 100,- *
- Full participation Additional Participants: EUR 100,- *

For any questions please contact:
Digital Dental Academy Berlin GmbH
Katharina-Heinroth-Ufer 1  -  10787 Berlin
Tel.: +49 (0) 30 - 76 76 43 88
Fax: +49 (0) 30 - 76 76 43 86
E-Mail: office@dda.berlin
Web: www.dda.berlin / www.dgcz.org

Bank account
bank Berlin
IBAN: DE30 1052 0000 0001 2794 42
BIC: GEGEBEBBXX

For participants a limited number of rooms is available:
www.tch-hotels.de/teilnehmermanagement/DGCZKoeln/is available:
For participants a limited number of rooms
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